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SC12MCDW 
(all standard)

SC6MC 
(4 standard, 
2 deep)

SC20MCDW 
(all standard)

SC10MC 
(all standard)

SC6SM 
(4 standard, 
2 deep)

SC10CSM-X 
(all standard)

SC3SM 
(all deep)

SC15MCDW 
(10 standard, 5 deep)

Molded stops on  
drawers prevent drawers 

from pushing through  
the back of cart

Patented interlocking 
rail and drawer 

system prevents 
shifting off the rails.

SC4MCDW-S 
(4 deep)

SC62MC 
(all standard)

SC10SM 
(all standard)

SC8MCDW-12-S 
(all wide)

SC8MC-12 
(all wide)

Replacement parts are  
available on page 27.

ALVIN®

Storage Carts
Unique patented interlocking rail and drawer system that 
prevents shifting off the rails. Molded stops on drawers 
prevent drawer from pushing through the back of cart. 
Each drawer can hold up to 3 lbs. Carts have four casters 
(two locking). Double-wide carts have middle leg supports 
and casters for added stability, with six casters (three 
locking). Inside bottom dimensions of tapered standard 
drawer: 13a"l x 9a"w x 2½"h. Inside bottom dimensions 
of tapered deep drawer: 13s"l x 9¾"w x 5"h. Inside bottom 
dimensions of tapered wide drawer: 12a"l x 12a"w x 3½"h.

No. Description  SRP
Smoke-colored drawers
SC3SM 3-drawer  $60.99 ea 
SC6SM 6-drawer  75.00 ea 
SC10SM 10-drawer  91.99 ea

X-frame, clear/smoke-colored drawers
SC10CSM-X 10-drawer  101.25 ea

Multi-colored drawers
SC4MCDW-S 4-drawer, 2 shelf  120.99 ea 
SC6MC 6-drawer  75.00 ea 
SC62MC 6-drawer  68.99 ea 
SC8MC-12 8-drawer  115.99 ea 
SC8MCDW-12-S 8-drawer, 2 shelf  155.00 ea 
SC10MC 10-drawer  91.99 ea 
SC12MCDW 12-drawer  132.99 ea 
SC15MCDW 15-drawer  168.99 ea 
SC20MCDW 20-drawer  170.99 ea

Black metal mesh drawers  NEW
SC4BM 4-drawer  108.99 ea

SC4BM 
(all standard)

S12



ALVIN®

Mobile Shelf Carts
Available finishes are complimentary to home décor; matte 
powder-coated black and white, as well as chrome-plated. 
Side and rear shelf rails keep contents from falling off the 
edge. Shelves in 3- and 4-shelf configurations are all the 
same size: 14½" wide x 12" long.

No. Description  SRP
3-shelf units, assembled dimensions:  
12½"l x 16"w x 29¾"h
SH3BK Black  $55.99 ea 
SH3CH Chrome  55.99 ea 
SH3WH White  55.99 ea

ALVIN®

Storage Cart Replacement Parts
No. Description No. Description
Standard drawers, 
inside bottom dimensions: 13a"l x 9a"w x 2s"h
SC-SD-B Blue SC-SD-O Orange 
SC-SD-C Clear SC-SD-P Purple 
SC-SD-G Green SC-SD-R Red 
SC-SD-S Smoke
SRP $5.50 ea

Deep drawers, 
inside bottom dimensions: 13¾"l x 9¾"w x 5"h
SC-DD-B Blue SC-DD-P Purple 
SC-DD-G Green SC-DD-R Red 
SC-DD-O Orange SC-DD-S Smoke
SRP $6.85 ea

Wide drawers, 
inside bottom dimensions: 12a"l x 12a"w x 3½"h
SC-WD-B Blue SC-WD-O Orange 
SC-WD-G Green SC-WD-R Red
SRP $6.85 ea

Drawer pulls
SC-DK-1 Knob & screw, 1 set
SRP $0.90 st

Casters
CASTERWH1/EA White locking 
CASTERWH2/EA White non-locking 
CASTERBL1/EA Black locking 
CASTERBL2/EA Black non-locking
SRP $1.90 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Palette Sketch Boxes
Perfect for storing and toting a variety of art supplies. 
Medium box measures 12½" x 9½" x 2¾" overall and 
includes 11½" x 8½" palette; large measures 15½" x 12" 
x 3¼" overall and includes 14½" x 10¾" palette. Feature 
brass-plated hardware, carry handle, and five removable 
partitions for storing and organizing brushes, paints, and 
other supplies.

No. Description  SRP
HWB147 Medium  $43.95 ea 
HWB148 Large  58.25 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Pastel Storage Box
This wood storage box provides attractive, handy storage 
for almost any type of artist. Each foam lined drawer 
has five compartments that are perfect for organizing 
pastels, pencils, charcoals, erasers, and other small items. 
For added convenience, the drawers can be removed 
completely from the box for placement on a work surface. 
2-drawer, 14¾" x 9½" x 38"

No. HWB164 
SRP $46.25 ea

ALVIN®

Mobile  
Organizers
Reasonably priced mobile organizers  
that can simplify storage needs. Perfect for home, studio, 
office, or shop use. Unit is built with a strong black metal 
body frame, holding five rigid plastic drawers, 16"l x 11½"w 
x 3½"d. Top of unit is made from pressed wood with PVC 
laminate surface and edge trim. Unit is equipped with four 
hooded casters, two of which are locking. Shipped fully 
assembled. Overall dimensions with casters: 13¾"w x 
17¼"d x 25½"h. Shipping weight: 25 lbs.

No. Description
TAB33 White 
TAB33-BK Black
SRP $210.00 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Medium Art Tool Box
Convenient storage for a variety of art and hobby supplies. 
Made of durable plastic, featuring a divided compartment 
in the top with translucent lid that snaps closed. Red carry 
handle folds flat. 14" x 6¾" x 1¾" pull out tray reveals main 
compartment that measures 14" x 7" x 6½". Heavy-duty 
metal front clasp. Security slot can accommodate a small 
lock. Overall dimensions: 16" x 9½" x 8".

No. HPB1610 
SRP $48.50 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Medium Art Tool Box
Convenient storage for a variety of art and hobby supplies. 
Constructed of durable plastic, featuring a translucent 
compartment in the top that snaps shut. Two additional 
compartments in top are divided and can be conveniently 
removed for added portability of small tools and supplies. 
14" x 6¾" x 1½" pull out tray reveals main compartment 
that measures 14¼" x 7" x 5¾". Security loops can 
accommodate a small lock. Overall dimensions:  
15½" x 8¾" x 78".

No. HPB1609 
SRP $36.99 ea
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SH3WH
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SH3BK
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TAB33
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HERITAGE ARTS™
Mid-Size Art Tool Box
Translucent plastic art box offers portable 
organization for tools and supplies. 
Features two 5½" x 10½" x ¾" foldout 
divided compartment trays. Main storage 
compartment measures 12" x 6¾" x 3". 
Carry handle folds flat. Security slot  
can accommodate a small lock.  
Overall dimensions: 12½" x 7" x 6".

No. HPB1307 
SRP $30.99 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Small Art Tool Box
Offering organization and easy access to  
frequently used supplies. Features a carry  
handle and sturdy latch. Inside is a lift-out 
tray with four fixed compartments and 
convenient carry handle. Measuring 9" x 4½",  
the main storage compartment can 
accommodate brushes, pencils, paints, 
and much more. Overall measurements: 
9½" x 5¼" x 5".

No. HPB1006 
SRP $13.35 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Small Art Tool Box
Rugged plastic storage box with  
sturdy latch and carry handle provides 
a handy place for organizing a variety of 
small art tools and supplies. Features two 
foldout trays, each measuring 7½" x 3¾". 
Main storage compartment measures  
8" x 4¼". Clear plastic lid provides  
a clear view of what’s stored inside.  
Overall measurements: 8½" x 5" x 4¼".

No. HPB0906 
SRP $14.45 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Small Organizer Box
Translucent plastic organizer box offers 
a clear view of what is inside. The box is 
divided into two 9½" long compartments 
and includes eight tabs to customize the 
inside by further dividing it into as many  
as 10 compartments. Features a hinged  
snap-shut lid. Overall measurements:  
10¼" x 4½" x 1½".

No. HPB1005 
SRP $6.65 ea

ALVIN®

Portable Storage Cases
Carry handles fold flush for convenient 
library-style storage. Durable plastic 
construction protects contents and twin 
snap locks keep case closed securely. 
Hundreds of uses!

No. Description  SRP
Small,  
O.D.-12"w x 8¼"h x 2"d,  
I.D.-11¾"w x 7½"h x 1¾"d
AC100-C Clear case  $11.99 ea

Medium,  
O.D.-12¾"w x 10½"h x 2"d,  
I.D.-12½"w x 9¾"h x 1¾"d
AC200-C Clear case  14.50 ea

Large,  
O.D.-15¼"w x 11¼"h x 2"d,  
I.D.-15"w x 10½"h x 1¾"d
AC300-C Clear case  17.25 ea

ARTBIN®

Twin Top
Comfortable handle and lockable for extra 
security. Lift-out tray and two additional 
compartments in the lid keep supplies 
organized. Large main compartment for 
bulkier items. Overall size: 17"l x 8½"w x 8½"h.

No. Description  SRP
6918AB Black  $26.99 ea 
6918AH Clear  27.99 ea

ARTBIN®

Tray boxes
Feature foldout "Tip-Guard" trays for 
plenty of storage without spills. Arrange 
the removable tray dividers in any 
configuration to store art, hobby, and 
craft materials of different shapes and 
sizes, even pencils and longer brushes. 
Cantilever arms allow for storage in the 
bottom compartment. Exterior lid storage 
gives you even more space and access to 
your most frequently used items. Made of 
sturdy, durable plastic, these boxes feature 
tongue-and-groove construction. Secure 
latches keep the contents secure.

No. Description  SRP
6891AG Single tray  $18.50 ea 
 13"l x 7.9"w x 6.5"h 
6892AG Two tray  22.50 ea 
 14"l x 8"w x 7.5"h 
6893AG Three tray  29.99 ea 
 15.8"l x9"w x 8.4"h

HERITAGE ARTS™
Two-Tray Art Tool Box
Plastic tool box features two 12½" x 6¼" x 1"  
foldout trays. Main storage compartment 
measures 13¼" x 6½" x 3".  
Overall dimensions: 14¼" x 7½" x 6¼".

No. HPB0912 
SRP $27.75 ea
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AC100-C
closed

AC100-C
open

6918AH

6892AG

6891AG 
Showing exterior  
lid storage

NEW
HERITAGE ARTS™ 
Plastic Tool Box 
Black base with red handle and latch 
has a transparent lid with small storage 
compartments. When opened, the inside 
tray is removable. The main storage 
compartment can accommodate brushes, 
pencils, paints and much more.  
12.5" x 5.5" x 5".

No. HPPB11 
SRP $17.50 ea
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HERITAGE ARTS™
Marker Cases
These convenient carry cases are ideal 
for students and professionals on the go. 
Constructed of durable black nylon, they 
fold up to hold markers securely in place. 
Hook and loop fastener. Accommodates most  
major brands of markers.

No. Description  SRP
MC12 Holds 12,  $17.50 ea 
 Open: 6"w x 20"h 
 Closed: 6"w x 7½"h 
MC24 Holds 24,  24.25 ea 
 Open: 11"w x 20"h 
 Closed: 11"w x 7¾"h 
MC48 Holds 48,  37.50 ea 
 Open: 11"w x 41½"h 
 Closed: 11"w x 8½"h 
MC60 Holds 60,  44.99 ea 
 Open: 14½"w x 42"h 
 Closed: 14½"w x 10"h 
MCV60* Holds 60,  48.50 ea 
 Open: 18"w x 30"h 
 Closed: 18"w x 8"h

*Stands vertically

ARTBIN®

Sidekick™ Storage Box
Secure latch with side opening lid. Lift out 
tray, generous bulk storage below tray,  
and additional storage in top of lid.

No. 8408AB 
SRP $23.75 ea

ARTBIN®

Essentials Lift-Out Tray Boxes
High quality with an exceptional price 
point. Acid-free box is translucent clear 
with black handles, has a removable tray 
for smaller supplies, sturdy latches and  
is lockable. 16¼"l x 8¼"w x 7"h

No. 6966AB  
SRP $23.99 ea

ARTBIN®

Essentials Lift Out Tray Box
Easily totes most frequently used brushes, 
markers, and supplies. With two-level 
storage and a living hinge that provides 
quick and secure closure. Translucent color.  
Overall size: 13"l x 6"w x 5s"h.

No. 83805 
SRP $10.50 ea

ARTBIN®

Micro Sidekick
Comfortable handle, strong side latch 
and lockable for extra security. Great bulk 
storage in the popular "Sidekick" and  
"Mini Sidekick" design with supplies  
visible through the plastic. Overall size: 
9¼"l x 4¼"w x 6"h.

No. 6915AG 
SRP $9.99 ea

ARTBIN®

Mini Sidekick
Comfortable handle, strong side latch 
and lockable for extra security. Great bulk 
storage in the popular "Sidekick" design 
with supplies visible through the plastic. 
Overall size: 11"l x 5½"w x 7"h. 

No. 6815AG 
SRP $11.99 ea

ARTBIN®

Craft Caddy
Professional quality construction. 
Comfortable carry handle with a deep 
central storage area for larger supplies  
and tool rack side slots for easy access. 
The latched bottom drawer opens from 
either side for small item storage. Black/gray  
color. Overall size: 16s"l x 10¼"w x 6d"h.

No. 6963AG 
SRP $14.99 ea

ARTBIN®

Sketch Pac
Two-sided accessory box safely stores 
pencils, pens, charcoals, erasers, and ink 
brushes. Pencil wells feature foam pads to 
protect pencil and blade tips. Contents stay 
in place with transparent divider.  
Overall size: 12a"l x 4¼"w x 1¾"h.

No. 6880AB 
SRP $16.99 ea

ARTBIN®

Storcraft Box
One compartment for organizing and 
protecting pencils, brushes, small tools, 
and supplies. Made of durable plastic 
that resists staining from most common 
chemicals. Convenient size fits in larger art 
bins. Overall size: 10a"l x 4s"w x 1n" h.

No.6816AC 
SRP $8.60 ea

ARTBIN®

Quick View™ Carrying Cases
Secure sliding and lockable latches  
with easy grip, molded handles. 
Translucent polypropylene for easy  
viewing of contents. Stackable.

No. Description  SRP
Standard bases
8010AB 10½" x 3" deep  $8.50 ea 
8017AB 17" x 3¾" deep  18.99 ea

Deep bases
6972AB 10" x 2¾" deep  7.99 ea
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Check out our extensive  
marker offering  

starting on page 118.

MC24

MCV60*

NEW
ARTBIN®

SideKick Cubes
Translucent box with black handle and 
latch. 2 removable dividers and tray 
included. Perfect for storing watercolor, 
acrylic and oil paints. 11.2" x 7.87" x 5.57".

No. Description  SRP
6816AG Palette tray  $15.99 ea 
6817AG Open tray  15.99 ea

S06 6816AG8017AB
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HERITAGE ARTS™
Pop-Up Pencil Cases
Made of durable reinforced black nylon 
these pop-up pencil cases hold colored 
pencils securely. This unique, easy to 
transport case features inside panels  
that pop-up for quick access to pencils. 
Your pencil tips are protected with three-
sided zippered closure. 

No. Description  SRP
EPA48 Holds 48 pencils $55.50 ea 
EPA72 Holds 72 pencils 62.25 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Binder Pouch
Constructed of durable black nylon, this 
pouch is convenient for carrying pencils, 
pens, markers, small pads, and other 
supplies. Features zippered, see-through 
mesh pocket. Fits all standard 3-ring 
binders. Overall size: 7½" wide x 10" long.

No. BP12 
SRP $8.05 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Easy Pack & Go™
Durable black nylon pencil and brush 
holder with elastic webbing holds up  
to 48 pencils or brushes. Folds into a  
17" x 7" protective case with hook and loop 
fastener. Fits most pencils and brushes 
up to 12" long. Adjustable drawstring cord 
adjusts to preferred angle.

No. PE48 
SRP $26.10 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Easy Pack & Go Traveler™
Durable black nylon pencil and brush 
holder with elastic webbing holds up to  
16 pencils or brushes. Snap out 3½" x 8½" 
mesh pouch included. Folds into 5" x 9" 
size, hook and loop fastener. 

No. PB12 
SRP $16.85 ea

HERITAGE ARTS™
Roll-Up Pencil Case
Durable, washable canvas construction 
features upper and lower flaps to keep 
pencils in place and protect the tips. 
Leather strap tie with secure snap closure. 
Includes hand-held metal sharpener. 
Peggable. Holds 36 pencils.

No. SPC36 
SRP $8.45 ea

GLOBAL ART® 
Leather Pencil Cases
Soft top grain leather! Durable, compact 
and sturdy, these pencil cases are a 
perfect storage option for artists on the go. 
Available in saddle brown or black leather. 
Holds up to 120 pencils. Closed case size 
is 7½"w x 10½"l x 1½"h

No. Description  SRP
412120 Saddle brown  $61.10 ea 
414120 Black  61.10 ea

GLOBAL ART MATERIALS™
Canvas Covered Pencil Roll Ups 
Handcrafted with a durable 16 oz. finely 
woven canvas. Roll ups provide a long 
lasting solution for storing, transporting, 
and organizing artist pencils. Holds 36 
pencils. Snap closure with an inside 
zippered pocket. 

No. Description  SRP
353360 Olive  $23.70 ea 
354360 Denim  23.70 ea 
356360 Rose  23.70 ea 
369360 Black  23.70 ea

GLOBAL ART MATERIALS™
Canvas Pencil Cases
Handcrafted with finely woven 16 oz. 
canvas. Perfect for storage or for artists 
on the go. Designed for pegboard 
merchandising in a clear plastic sleeve. 

No. Description  SRP
Holds 24 pencils
256240 Rose,   $16.49 ea 
258240 Steel blue  16.49 ea 
259240 Black  17.80 ea

Holds 48 pencils
256480 Rose  24.30 ea 
258480 Steel blue  24.30 ea 
259480 Black  24.30 ea

Holds 120 pencils
259120 Black  39.70 ea

ALVIN®

Mesh Tool Cases
Durable see-through vinyl cases with 
mesh webbing are perfect for storing 
and organizing pens, pencils, and other 
supplies. 14" case is ideal for 12" triangular 
scales and rulers. Each has a generous  
2" wide gusset and includes a nylon zipper 
and trim in assorted colors, no choice.

No. Description SRP
NBC8 8"  $5.45 ea 
NBC14 14"  6.85 ea

ALVIN®

Pencil Case
For storing pencils, rulers, markers, pens, 
and more. Safety stop pull-out tray with 
easy snap top. Durable polypropylene 
construction. Acid-free, archival-quality. 
Case size is 7¾"l x 2½"w x 18"h.

No. Description  SRP
APC-C Clear  $2.25 ea 
APC-B Blue  2.25 ea

ALVIN®

Extra Large Pencil Cases
Extra large case for storing pencils,  
6" rulers, markers, pens, and more.  
This extra large size pencil case of  
7¾" x 4" x 1½" can hold Chartpak AD 
markers, Prismacolor markers and  
Copic markers. 

No. Description  SRP
APXL-C Clear  $3.20 ea 
APXL-B Blue  3.20 ea
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EPA48

NEW
ALVIN®

Nylon Pencil Case 
Stylish 2-color black/red nylon with strong 
zipper. Holds pencils, erasers, sharpeners, 
all small school supplies. This rugged case 
will last through years of use. 8" x 2.75"

No. RBP8 
SRP $7.15 ea
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ALVIN®

Mesh Bags
Made from high quality see-through vinyl 
with mesh webbing to create a strong  
and functional kit bag. 3/4" gusset, 
zippered top.

No. Description  SRP
NB59 5" x 9"  $4.40 ea 
NB513 5" x 13"  4.95 ea 
NB515* 5" x 15"  4.95 ea 
NB1013 10" x 13"  5.99 ea 
NB1216 12" x 16"  6.49 ea 
NB1313 13" x 13"  7.95 ea 
NB1518 15" x 18"  7.70 ea 
NB1621 16" x 21"  10.70 ea 
NB1824 18" x 24"  10.99 ea 
NB2026 20" x 26"  12.40 ea 
NB2331 23" x 31"  15.70 ea 
NB2427 24" x 27"  12.90 ea

* Zipper on 5" side

ALVIN®

3-Ring Binder Mesh Bags
Made from high-quality see-through vinyl  
with mesh webbing, these handy pencil  
pouches are designed to fit standard  
3-ring binders. One side features heavy-
duty grommets on a durable nylon band.  
The other side has a full-length zippered  
opening. For added functionality, the  
8" x 11" pouch holds a 12" ruler diagonally.

No. Description  SRP
NBR510 Small, 5" x 10"  $6.75 ea 
NBR811 Large, 8" x 11"  7.85 ea

ALVIN®

Clear Front Mesh Bags
Feature a crystal-clear vinyl front to make 
identifying bag contents a snap. The back 
is the classic, see-through vinyl reinforced 
with mesh webbing for strength. These 
durable, 300 micron thick, bags are ideal 
for organizing and protecting drawing and 
drafting supplies or keeping artwork and 
documents safe! Bags come with a ¾" 
wide gusset and a gray zippered top.

No. Description  SRP
CFB513 5" x 13"  $6.05 ea 
CFB1013 10" x 13"  6.05 ea 
CFB1216 12" x 16"  5.80 ea

ALVIN®

Deluxe Mesh Bags
Ideal for drafting kits, drawings, artwork, 
documents, and much more, these bags 
offer visibility and protection. Durable see- 
through vinyl is reinforced with mesh 
webbing for strength. Features a zippered 
top, nylon carry handles, and an exterior 
black nylon zippered pocket that’s perfect 
for smaller items. 3/4" wide gusset. 
Packaged flat with cardboard stiffener.

 Content 
No. Size  SRP
NBH1013 10" x 13"  $13.99 ea 
NBH1216 12" x 16"  17.55 ea 
NBH1313 13" x 13"  6.20 ea 
NBH1621 16" x 21"   20.75 ea 
NBH2026 20" x 26"  31.00 ea 
NBH2331 23" x 31"  43.00 ea

ALVIN®

Spin-O-Tray
Rotating desktop receptacle is the ideal 
way to organize artist and craftsman tools. 
Holds pencils, pens, brushes, erasers, 
clips, and even oversize design markers. 
Rotates smoothly and quietly on its  
10" diameter base with six mini-trays.

No. Description
9893-1 White 
9893-2 Black
SRP $19.95 ea

ALVIN®

Nylon & Vinyl Tool Case
Made of durable, dark blue nylon fabric 
with a translucent PVC vinyl front to clearly 
see all items in the case. Each bag also 
has a clear inner pocket that is 5" deep 
with its own separate zipper to hold smaller 
items. Features a 3/4" gusset for bulkier 
items and a handle for easy portability. 
12" x 16."

No. NPK1216 
SRP $7.75 ea
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NB1313

NBR510

NBR811

NBH1313

9893-1
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NEW
ALVIN®

Mesh Tote Bag 
This over-sized bag has hundreds of 
uses. Made from strong mesh material 
with double handles for carrying or over 
the shoulder and an additional strap for 
closure. 14" x 18¾" with 9" gusset.

No. MTB1000 
SRP $19.70 ea

S15NEW
ALVIN®

Mesh Bags with Handle
High quality, durable see-through vinyl 
reinforced with mesh webbing to create a 
strong bag for kits, artwork and drawings, 
documents and much more. Features a 
zippered top with nylon carry handles.

No. Size  SRP
HNB2026 20" x 26"  $15.00 ea 
HNB2331 23" x 31"  16.99 ea 
HNB2436 24" x 36"  18.50 ea

S15

ALVIN®

Nylon Utility Bags
Made from lightweight, strong, waterproof 
material for strength. Keeps pencils, pens, 
erasers, paperclips, rulers, etc. handy at  
all times. Ideal for travel documents, 
personal items, etc.

No. Description  SRP
Black bags
N580 5" x 8"  $4.95 ea 
N510 5" x 10"  5.15 ea 
N513 5" x 13"  5.75 ea 
N611 6" x 11"  5.49 ea 
N614 6" x 14"  5.99 ea

Gray bags with black stripe  NEW
NG510 5" x 10"  5.15 ea 
NG513 5" x 13"  5.75 ea

S15

S15

NEW
ALVIN®

Nylon Clear Front Utility Bags
Made from lightweight, strong, waterproof 
material for strength. Keeps pencils, pens, 
erasers, paperclips, rulers, etc. handy at all 
times. Ideal for travel documents, personal 
items, etc.

No. Description  SRP
NC513 5" x 13"  $5.80 ea 
NC611 6" x 11"  5.45 ea

9893-2

NEW
DESIGNNEW
DESIGN
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ALVIN®

Everything Bag Set
Each bag has a see-through mesh front 
with a private zippered inside pouch.  
Set of three bags, large, 13" x 10", 
elongated, 12½" x 4¾", and small, 8" x 6".

No. EB3 
SRP $18.65 st

ALVIN®

Everything Bag Set
Each bag has a see-through mesh front 
with a private zippered inside pouch.  
Set of four bags, large, 13" x 10", 
elongated, 12½" x 4¾", medium, 10" x 8¼", 
and small, 8" x 6".

No. EB4  
SRP $24.20 st

PIONEER® 
12" x 12" Fabric  
Frame Scrapbooks
Post-bound album comes with ten top-
loading sheet protectors with white refills. 
Frame on front cover is approximately  
3¾" x 3¾".

No. Description
MB10CBF-DB  Deep black 
MB10CBF-SB  Sky blue 
MB10CBF-SG  Sage green 
MB10CBFN/HG  Herbal green 
MB10CBFN/MT  Majestic teal 
SRP $22.50 ea 
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NEW
PIONEER®

Photo Storage Boxes
Heavy duty storage boxes hold over 1,100 
photos up to 4" x 7". Features archival 
quality, acid-free board construction, 
divider index cards, and brass ID holders 
with writable insert. 7¾" x 11¼" x 4½".

No. Description  SRP
PB1BLK Black  $6.50 ea 
PB1SBB Bright blue  6.50 ea

NEW
PIONEER®

Chalkboard Designs  
Photo Album
Individual flexible cover photo albums 
come in assorted black & white and 
colorful chalkboard designs, no choice. 
Holds 36 - 4" x 6" photos.

No. FC146C 
SRP $1.70 ea

S08

PIONEER®

Large Photo Storage Boxes
Heavy duty storage box large enough 
to hold scrapbooks, memorabilia, 
photographic enlargements, papers, 
artwork and supplies. Features archival 
quality, acid-free board construction and 
brass ID holder with writable insert. 
13" x 14¾" x 3¾"

No. Description  SRP
POB12BLK Black  $11.25 ea 
POB12SBB Bright blue NEW 9.99 ea

NEW
PIONEER®

Fabric Window Photo Album
Fabric window cover book-bound photo 
album. Holds 200 photos up to 4" x 6". 
Optically clear bi-directional pockets  
hold both horizontal and vertical photos. 
Memo area next to each pocket. Black.

No. DA200BLK 
SRP $15.00 ea

S08NEW
PIONEER®

Sewn Leather Photo Album
Sewn European bonded leather cover 
bookbound photo album with a deluxe 
raised rounded spine. Holds 300 photos 
up to 4" x 6". Optically clear bi-directional 
pockets hold both horizontal and vertical 
photos. Memo area next to each pocket. 
Black.

No. CLB36BLK 
SRP $19.99 ea

S08

POB12SBB

S08

NEW
PIONEER®

High Capacity Photo Album
High capacity photo album holds  
500 photos up to 4" x 6". Optically clear 
plastic pockets hold 3 horizontal plus  
2 vertical photos on each page with memo 
area. Beige fabric cover with sewn black 
leatherette accents including a deluxe 
raised rounded bookbound spine. Archival, 
photo-safe, acid, lignin and PVC free.

No. P622500 
SRP $30.00 ea

S08
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PIONEER®

Jumbo Scrapbook & Refills
Jumbo and expandable 11¾" x 14" album 
with washable padded covers. Comes with 
100 buff paper pages for photos, clippings, 
memorabilia, etc. Refill paper also 
available. Assorted covers, no choice.

No. Description  SRP
SJ100 Scrapbook,  $13.50 ea 
 assorted

Refills, 25-pack
SJ50R Buff pages  5.65 ea

PIONEER® 
12" x 12" 3-Ring  
Scrapbook Binders
Extra wide notebook style albums use 
RMW5 or RMB5 sheet protectors, or any 
standard 12" x 12" sheet protectors. 

No. Description
TM12BBS  Black sewn edge 
TM12BLOX  Black oxford 
TM12BUOX  Burgundy oxford 
TM12GOX  Green oxford 
TM12NOX  Navy oxford 
SRP $22.50 ea

PIONEER®

Snap Load®  
12" x 12" Scrapbook
Add or remove pages in seconds with  
easy snap-locking action – no screws. 
Deluxe solid padded cloth cover, 12" x 12" 
album comes with library spine cover and 
10 top-loading pages with 10 heavy white 
paper inserts. Black cover.

No. DSL12-BK 
SRP $24.75 ea

PIONEER® 
Universal Top Loading Sheet 
Protector Refills
Comes with five top loading “key hole” 
seamless clear polypropylene sheet 
protectors plus five heavy paper scrapbook 
inserts. Refills fit all Pioneer products and 
most post-bound, 3-ring and strap-style 
memory books.

No. Description  SRP
White paper
RW85 8½" x 11"  $4.50 pk 
RMW5 12" x 12"  5.10 pk

Black paper
RMB5 12" x 12"  5.10 pk
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PIONEER® 
4" x 6" Flexible Cover  
Photo Albums
Individual photo albums come in assorted 
colors, no choice. Holds 36 photos.

No. FC146 
SRP $1.90 ea

PIONEER® 
4" x 6"  
Flexible Cover Photo Album 
Display Assortment
Size: 9n"w x 44"h x 6b"d 
Contents: 24 assorted pieces of FC146

No. FC146D 
SRP $45.90

S08
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S08



PIONEER® 
4" x 6" Polypropylene  
Photo Albums
Individual photo albums come in assorted 
colors, no choice. Holds 60 photos.

No. IP60 
SRP $1.90 ea

PIONEER® 
4" x 6"  
Polypropylene Photo Album  
Display Assortment
Size: 5"w x 10"h x 6c"d 
Contents: 24 assorted pieces of IP60

No. IP60D 
SRP $45.90

PIONEER® 
4" x 6"  
Hard Cover  
Frame Photo Albums
Individual photo albums come  
in assorted colors, no choice.  
Holds 24 photos.

No. KZ46 
SRP $1.70 ea

PIONEER®

Extension Posts
These extension posts will expand your  
memory books to accept additional refills.

No. Description
P2 8mm post, 2 sets 
SRP $1.10 pk 

P3B Extra long 3cm post, 3 sets 
P6A Variety pack,  
 6 sets 5, 8, 12mm posts  
PS4 Screw post, 4 sets 
SRP $2.25 pk 

DAHLE®

PaperSAFE® Shredder
Oil-free, maintenance free, and remarkably 
hassle-free. It offers best-in-class  
features and noise reduction to support  
a productive work environment.  
Wondering when your shredder was  
last oiled is no longer a concern.  
Through clever engineering, this machine 
maintains peak performance without oil. 
Built-in jam protection. Additional features 
such as automatic on/off operation and 
energy saving standby mode make this 
shredder convenient to use, easy to 
maintain, and environmentally friendly.

No. Description  SRP 
D22092 16a" x 12¼" x 7¾" $220.50 ea 
 10/12 sheet capacity 
 4 gal. waste volume 
D22312 21" x 14¼" x 11"  430.50 ea 
 15/17 sheet capacity 
 7 gal. waste volume
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